
Consolidated RFIs  36C25721B0015 – Convert Bldg 45W Admin Space 
 
1. Per the site visit; it was found that the one-line drawing included in bid documents does not 

match the existing conditions. The drawings state to replace transformer T-7 and replace panels 
MP and DP-8. Two separate transformers, feeding a separate gear section each, have already been 
installed. Designations T-7A to MP-A and T-7B to MP-B. Distribution. Is the work shown on the 
drawing sheets EP-100 and EP-103, for the change out of the riser equipment, still required to be 
done and if not will revised drawings be supplied prior to bid due date? 
A: New transformer and panels have been installed as part of another project.  All other work is    
still necessary.  New drawings will not be provided prior to due date. 

 
2. Reviewing plan sheet Ep-100 the key note #4 states to replace transformer T-7. The electrician 

believes this work has already been accomplished under another project. Please confirm?  
       A: Confirmed 
 
3. The contractor would like to request additional 10 days to review the drawings and specs and 

provide RFI’s to the owner? 
      A: Cut Off for RFI submission was extended to 12-22-2020 at 12:00 PM 
 
4. The solicitation # for the project is 36C25721B0015, but under the “cut off for submission for 

RFI’s, it says to add this number to the subject line “IFB No. 36C25721B0013 referenced in the 
subject line”.      

       A:    The correct Solicitation Number is 36C25721B0015. 
 

5. Are we to dispose/abate of any asbestos, lead, mold or other hazardous material as part of this 
project?  If so, provide appropriate hazardous material site survey report. 
A: no asbestos on site 

 
6. What will the ICRA level be for this project?   

A:  IV  
 

7. Door #118 shows F2 frame but not rated on schedule please verify 
A: provide rated frame 
 

8. Door #200A verify fire rated or not conflict on schedule 
A: provide rated frame 
 

9. Door operators shown on plans but not on hardware schedule Please advise 
A: Provide door openers and all necessary components (ie. Electrical, conduits, etc), labor, and 

equipment necessary for their full operation. 
 

10. Hardware schedule does not match door schedule (For example door schedule shows HDW set 
1.01, 1.B, 1.C… none of these sets are in the hardware schedule) 
A: the 1 series are for storefront doors.  Provide what is stated in the hardware schedule located in 

the construction specifications.  Apply this for the other numbered series throughout the hardware 
schedule 
 
11. For the new elevator, what was the basis of design?  It states in the drawings “Basis of design for 

this elevator is Thyssenkrup.”  Thyssenkrup has dozens of different elevators.  Provide model 
number and technical data sheets on the elevator used as the basis of design.  
A: see construction documents and amendments 



 
 
 

12. What the Government is asking us to do in General Note 3 on Sheet A-301 is impossible from a 
pricing standpoint.  It implies that we are responsible for replacing all interior walls that are not 
fully rated.  There is no way that we can quantify this at this point from a bidding 
perspective.  Recommend that General Note 3 be amended to read: “After demo, GC to determine 
if existing rated wall(s) that are to remain are fully rated.  If any of the existing wall(s) that are to 
remain are not fully rated, submit a proposed change order to the Government for performing the 
work required to make the existing wall(s) to remain fully rated.  In all cases, all penetrations 
shall be sealed (whether existing or new).”  
A: GC shall ensure that the rated corridor wall shall remain in a rated state. 
 

13. Sheet A-403, Detail 2 Millwork Section-Sink and Detail 5 Break Rm 201W Sink.  Are the sinks 
to be integrally mounted into the solid surface material? 
A: please provide undermount sinks in all locations where combined with millwork 
 

14. Sheet A-601 Door Schedule.  Ten (10) doors are listed as being 1 hour rated fire doors.  We 
assume that no other doors other than those 10 are fire rated.  Are we correct?  If not, tell us 
which doors need to be fire rated and what the fire rating requirements are for the doors. 
A: please follow construction documents 
 

15. Confirm that we are replacing the fire alarm system in its entirety. 
A:  yes 

 
16. Are we responsible for the design of the new fire alarm system? 

A:  yes 
 

17. Is the fire alarm system proprietary?  For example JCI, Simplex-Grinnell, etc. 
A: yes 
 

18. Are any components of the current fire alarm system to be reused?  If so, specify which one(s).  
A: no 
 

19. Is it permissible to reuse existing fire alarm system conduit?  
A: no 
 

20. Confirm that we are replacing the fire protection (sprinkler) system in its entirety. 
A: yes 
 

21. Are we responsible for the design of the new fire protection (sprinkler) system? 
A: yes 
 

22. Is the fire protection (sprinkler) system proprietary?  For example, JCI, Simplex-Grinnell, etc. 
A: yes 
 

23. Are any components of the current fire protection (sprinkler) system to be reused?  If so, specify 
which one(s).  
A: no 
 



24. Is a 4” frame head required for openings P113, P114, P114A to match the mortar liens on the 
CMU Block wall? 
A: coordinate work with VA COR 

25. Opening P212, 200B is an existing brick or block wall. Is a KD Frame acceptable at these 
openings and does it need to wrap the brick/block wall ends? 
A: please follow construction documents 
 

26. Opening El-1 is a rated opening but the wall is not fire rated wall. Does this need to be a fire rated 
opening? 
A: please follow construction documents 
 

27. Details needed on wall construction & Dimension for openings C44s, C45N, C45S, C46N, C46S.  
A: see construction documents 
 

28. SOW: Is it required that the GC retain the services of a professional photographer? 
A: no 
 

29. SOW: Can the superintendent, site safety and health officer and quality control manager functions 
all be performed by the same individual? 
A: yes 
 

30. SOW: For some construction trades, noise will exceed the sound level and time duration noted 
within the spec. Please advise if the spec can be revised to accommodate the scope of this project.  
A: coordinate such work with the VA COR 
 

31. SOW: What are the site security requirements for this project? 
A: construction fence with lock.  Provide key/access to VA COR 
 

32. Does the steel subcontractor / supplier have to hold current AISC certification? 
A: yes 
 

33. SOW/ A302 Can you provide product data/supplier for the existing exterior materials that are to 
be matched? 
A: n/a 
 

34. Please provide a copy of the site visit sign in sheet. 
A: Provided 
 

35. SOW/ Alternate01: Alternate 3 states to install new hardwood flooring on the floor to  
      match Existing Building 45E. What wood flooring is currently installed in Building 45E? 

A: Match flooring in building 46E 
 

36. General: Does the VA have a preferred concrete washout area? If not, what is the requirement for 
a concrete washout? 
A: n/a 
 

37. Where will GC be allowed to store a dumpster? 
A: inside their limits of construction 
 

38. Is the GC required to obtain permits for any portion of the work? 
A: hot work and confined space permits if needed. 



 
39. Can the Superintendent also serve the Site Safety Health Officer and QC Manager function? 

A: yes 
 

40. The wage scale does not include Structured Cabling. It has Electrician Low Voltage, should this 
be used for structured cabling? 
A: N/A 

 
 
 
Additional requirements/ notes/ details 
 
Item 1 – if not detailed in plans and specs, provide material, labor, and knowledge to provide power to 
any automatic plumbing fixture, access control, door opener, door frames or any other electrical device 
that is depicted in the contract documents for this project. 
 
Item 2 – an approved submittal is necessary before any material/items are ordered.   
 
Item 3 – trap primers are to be installed inside of the wall 
 
Item 4 – ¾” minimum size for conduit 
 
Item 5 – all control wire shall be ran in conduit 
 
Item 6 – water meter is to be installed on the incoming water service to this building.  Data outlet is 
needed near the meter.  Data line is to be ran to the IT closet for this building. 
 
Item 7 – (2) 30A 240V twist lock outlets are required in each IT closet. 
 
Item 8 – provide switch for all lights in crawl spaces and mechanical spaces. 
 
Item 9 – contractor to ensure that the MAUs voltage type match the appropriate breaker and panel. 
 
Item 10 – provide all necessary equipment and labor to install individual thermostats in each IT closet. 
 
Item 11 – all sinks that are countertops/casework shall be of the undermount variety. Verify the correct 
sink/lavatories are used in the correct places. 
 
Item 12 – the General Contractor is ultimately responsible for all coordination between the subs and 
disciplines.  This applies to the task to be accomplished, the materials to be purchased, and any impacts 
they have against one another.   
 
 

 
 
 


